Time-dependent Changes in the Density and Hemoglobin F Content of Biotin-Labeled Sickle Cells
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Abstract

Sickle red blood cells (RBC) are subject to a number of important cellular changes and selection pressures. In this study, we validated a biotin RBC label by comparison to the standard 51Cr label, and used it to study changes that occur in sickle cells as they age. Sickle RBC had a much shorter lifespan than normal RBC, but the two labels gave equivalent results for each cell type. A variable number of sickle, but not normal, RBC disappeared from the circulation during the first few hours after reinfusion. The number of biotinylated sickle reticulocytes was decreased by 50% after 24 h and 75% after 48 h, with a gradual decrease in the amount of reticulum per cell. The labeled sickle cells exhibited major density increases during the first 4–6 d after reinfusion, with smaller changes thereafter. A small population of very light, labeled sickle RBC was essentially constant in number after the first few days. Fetal hemoglobin (HbF) content was determined in isolated biotinylated sickle RBC after reinfusion, allowing an estimate of lifespan for RBC containing HbF (F cells) and non-F cells. The lifespan of sickle biotinylated RBC lacking HbF was estimated to be ~ 2 wk, whereas F cells survived 6–8 wk. (J. Clin. Invest. 1998. 101: 2730–2740.) Key words: red blood cell • sickle cell disease • biotin • red cell survival • flow cytometry

Introduction

Normal red blood cells (RBC)¹ progress through several stages in the circulation, including a short period as reticulocytes, a long period as mature RBC with remarkably stable and homogeneous properties, and a terminal, senescent state that is most likely of short duration. Under normal circumstances, human erythroid cells released from the marrow at the same time go through these stages together, and have a relatively narrow range of survival times. Progression from the reticulocyte to a mature RBC is associated with a modest decrease in volume and resultant density increase (1), presumably because of loss of intracellular monovalent cation. Some normal RBC (< 5%) contain fetal hemoglobin (HbF) in addition to adult hemoglobin (HbA) and are called F cells.

In sickle cell anemia, RBC survival is shorter and more complex. There is a population of abnormally dense, dehydrated, K-depleted RBC that varies in size among patients and during painful episodes in individual patients (2). In 1968, Bertles and Milner (3) used an isotopic cohort label to show that at least some sickle cells become dense within a few days after leaving the marrow. This is supported by the presence of reticulocytes and transferrin–receptor-positive cells in the denser RBC fractions (4). However, sickle RBC that contain HbF appear to be spared from severe early dehydration (4). Sickle-cell patients in general have much higher levels of HbF than normal subjects, and in each patient the percentage of mature sickle RBC containing HbF is two to four times higher than the percentage of reticulocytes with HbF (4, 5). Based on this indirect evidence, it has been concluded that F cells have a longer survival in the circulation than RBC lacking HbF (5). This conclusion is supported by an improvement in RBC survival after the percentage of F cells is increased by treatment with hydroxyurea (6).

The standard label for erythrocyte survival studies is 51Cr, which binds tightly but noncovalently to hemoglobin. An alternative nonisotopic label is the covalent attachment of biotin to red cell membrane proteins, with detection by means of fluorochrome-conjugated streptavidin (SA) and flow cytometry. Dale and colleagues (7–13) established the biotin method for evaluation of RBC senescence in rabbits, and Russo et al. (14) used flow cytometry to demonstrate normal long-term survival for biotin-labeled RBC (B-RBC) in rabbits. Similar studies in mice (15) and dogs (16) have confirmed the utility of B-RBC for in vivo red cell tracking. Cavill et al. (17) used RBC labeled with both biotin and 51Cr to measure red cell volume in 19 human subjects, and found no difference between the labels. The biotinylation reagent used in that study (17) inserted a five-carbon spacer between biotin and the target membrane proteins, making it relatively unstable in the circulation (17) and inappropriate for measuring long-term RBC survival.

In the studies reported here, we compare RBC survival characteristics, measured with a biotin label lacking the spacer and a concurrent 51Cr label in normal volunteers and patients
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with sickle-cell anemia, and show that both labels give equivalent results. Further studies used the biotin label to measure sickle reticulocyte survival, to investigate time-dependent sickle RBC density changes in the circulation, and to measure the survival advantage of HbF-containing sickle RBC.

**Methods**

**Cell labeling.** Hematologically normal volunteers and patients with homozygous sickle-cell anemia were studied with informed consent in accordance with a protocol approved by the University of Cincinnati Institutional Review Board. All studies used autologous RBC, and patients with sickle cell disease had not had a recent transfusion or painful episode. Blood was drawn into 15 U/ml heparin, labeled under aseptic conditions, and reinfused on the same day. For labeling with biotin, blood equivalent to 5–10 ml packed RBC was washed three times with at least 2 vol of Dulbecco’s PBS (D-PBS; #14190-045; Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD), transferred to a 175-ml tube (3145-0175; Nalgene, Rochester, NY), and adjusted to 7% hematocrit. A stock solution containing 2 mg/ml N-hydroxysuccinimido biotin (NHS-biotin) in 10% DMSO was prepared by dissolving 10 mg NHS-biotin (H1759FD; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) in 0.5-ml DMSO (Cryoserv; Research Industries Corp., Midvale, UT), followed by addition of 4.5 ml D-PBS. This solution was sterilized by filtration through a 0.2-μm syringe filter (21062-25; Corning Glassware, Corning, NY) made from DMSO-resistant materials. The appropriate volume of NHS-biotin stock solution was added with gentle agitation to the 7% RBC suspension to give the desired final concentration of NHS-biotin (e.g., 0.5 μl of stock solution per milliliter of RBC suspension to give 1 μg/ml). After a 30-min incubation at room temperature, the cells were washed four times with at least 3 vol of D-PBS. Red cell biotinylation was confirmed as described below and an accurate suspension volume and RBC count were obtained to give the total number of B-RBC. From this point, care was taken to avoid any cellular losses. In two experiments with normal RBC (subjects N1 and N2) the same RBC were also labeled with 51Cr according to a standard protocol (18). In five experiments, two with normal RBC (N3 and N4) and three with sickle RBC (S1–S3), an aliquot of non-biotinylated RBC (non–B-RBC) was labeled with 51Cr, mixed with the B-RBC, and given two final washes with injectable saline before reinfusion. In four experiments with sickle RBC (S4–S7), only the biotin label was used. The cells, at a hematocrit of ~50%, were infused through an 18-μm filter (Hem-O-Nate; Bard, Salt Lake City, UT) that was then flushed with saline to insure all cells were infused.

**Blood sampling and flow cytometric analysis.** For normal volunteers, blood samples were taken into EDTA at 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, and 60 min, 24, 48, and 72 h, and periodically thereafter until the level of labeled cells was less than one-half the postinfusion value. For patients with sickle-cell disease, the sampling schedule varied and is indicated in the text and figures. A 1-ml aliquot was counted for 51Cr in studies that included this label. For analysis of B-RBC, 80 μl of a 1% RBC suspension was mixed with 20 μl of a 1:20 dilution (in PBS) of streptavidin-phycoerythrin (SA-PE; S-866; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), and incubated 30 min at room temperature. After two washes with PBS, the cells were resuspended to 400 μl with PBS and 600 μl of 1.25% paraformaldehyde fixative (14) was added. In some experiments with sickle-cell patients, the washed PE-labeled cells (without fixation) were divided into two portions, and one aliquot was suspended in 1 ml of a solution of thiazole orange (Becton Dick-

![Figure 1. Flow cytometric analysis of biotin-labeled RBC. Red blood cells from normal volunteers and sickle-cell patients were biotinylated (B-RBC) and reinfused. The percentage of B-RBC in postinfusion blood samples was determined by flow cytometry after reaction with SA-PE. The x-axis represents log-fluorescent intensity of PE; the y-axis represents the relative number of cells. Before reinfusion, essentially all the RBC were biotinylated (preinfusion). After reinfusion the fluorescent intensity of the small positive peak of B-RBC was nearly constant for many weeks in the circulation, indicating that the biotin label was stable.](image-url)
inson Co., Mountain View, CA) and incubated for 30 min in the dark to stain reticulocytes. This two-color analysis allowed the percentage of reticulocytes to be evaluated at various time points for both the reinfused (PE-positive) B-RBC and all the RBC in the circulation. Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry in log-fluorescence histograms (XL-MCL; Coulter Immunology Corp., Hialeah, FL) after selection in a red cell forward-vs.-side light-scatter region. Before reinfusion, the B-RBC were analyzed to insure that at least 99% of the cells were positive for biotin and that there was baseline separation on the flow cytometric histogram between the B-RBC and the non–B-RBC. The number of events in the region used to enumerate B-RBC was negligible.

Analysis of RBC survival data. We compared immediate survival of RBC by calculating blood volume on the basis of the dilution of each label, according to the formulas shown below (19). If the ratio of total infused label to the blood concentration of label at the extrapolated time zero (the calculated blood volume) is the same for the $^{51}$Cr and biotin labels, then the immediate survival of the biotin label is shown to be as good as the $^{51}$Cr label. The two labels must be on different cells for this analysis to be valid, and ideally should be evaluation on non–B-RBC.

### Table I. Experiments with $^{51}$Cr and Biotin Labels on the Same RBC (N1, N2) and on Different RBC (N3, N4, S1, S2, S3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Blood volume</th>
<th>24-h survival</th>
<th>(Long-term survival)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ml</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>3892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>4917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>6578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>6880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>6760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average$^i$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5805</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^*$Concentration of NHS-biotin during red blood cell biotinylation incubation. $^i$The two labels were placed either on the same (S) or different (D) cells. $^i$The survival curves for sickle-cell patients are not linear, and the time for removal of 50% of the RBC from the circulation is given. $^i$Includes only experiments with the biotin and $^{51}$Cr labels on different RBC.

![Figure 2](image_url)  
Figure 2. Lifespan of normal and sickle RBC labeled with biotin or $^{51}$Cr. Separate aliquots of autologous normal (N3) or sickle (S1–S3) RBC were labeled with biotin or $^{51}$Cr and reinfused. Long-term survival was determined by comparing the amount of label, either percent B-RBC (•) or counts per minute per milliliter (o), with a 100% reference measured the first day after reinfusion.
...stained for staining and flow cytometry as described above. The B-RBC were corrected for elution, whereas no correction was necessary for values were used as the 100% reference. The long-term first few hours after reinfusion (see below). However, when the sur-
ence for long-term survival, since in some sickle-cell patients a siz-
ated concurrently. The ratio of whole body hematocrit to venous he-
matocrit was assumed to be 0.91 in these calculations (19). This ratio is valid for normal individuals, but varies in anemia and other disease states (19). However, any discrepancy from this value will be identical for both labels.  

\[
BV_C = \frac{Total}{T_0 \times 0.91} \\
BV_{bas} = \frac{N}{RBC \times f_b \times 0.91} 
\]  

where \(Total = \) total counts per minute infused; \(T_0 = \) counts per minute at time zero per milliliter, extrapolated from 5–20-min time points; \(N = \) total number of B-RBC infused; \(RBC = \) number of circulating RBC per milliliter of blood at time of reinfusion; \(f_b = \) fraction B-RBC at time zero, extrapolated from 5–20-min time points.

The 24-h survival was calculated by dividing the counts per minute per milliliter or percentage of B-RBC in blood after 24 h by the corresponding extrapolated value at time zero. An exception was subject S1, for whom the 60-min point was used as reference for the 24-h survival. The total RBC count was monitored during each experiment and remained stable. The 24-h value was used as the 100% reference for long-term survival, since in some sickle-cell patients a siz-

able population of RBC disappeared from the circulation during the first few hours after reinfusion (see below). However, when the surv-

ors of F and non-F cells were compared (see below), the time zero values were used as the 100% reference. The long-term \(^{51}\)Cr data were corrected for elution, whereas no correction was necessary for B-RBC.

Density fractionation. To follow the hydration changes that take place in vivo, postinfusion blood samples (subjects S4–S7) were sepa-

rated into six density fractions using discontinuous arabinogalactan gradients. Arabinogalactan solutions with densities of 1.073, 1.083, 1.090, 1.094, and 1.10 g/cc were prepared by dilution of a commercial gradient and remained stable. The 24-h value was used as the 100% reference for long-term survival, since in some sickle-cell patients a siz-

able population of RBC disappeared from the circulation during the first few hours after reinfusion (see below). However, when the surv-

ors of F and non-F cells were compared (see below), the time zero values were used as the 100% reference. The long-term \(^{51}\)Cr data were corrected for elution, whereas no correction was necessary for B-RBC.

Density fractionation. To follow the hydration changes that take place in vivo, postinfusion blood samples (subjects S4–S7) were sepa-

rated into six density fractions using discontinuous arabinogalactan gradients. Arabinogalactan solutions with densities of 1.073, 1.083, 1.090, 1.094, and 1.10 g/cc were prepared by dilution of a commercial concentrate (Cellsep; Larex, Inc., St. Paul, MN) according to the manufacturer’s directions. Discontinuous gradients were prepared with 2 ml of each density layer in 14 × 89 mm polyallomer ultracen-

trifuge tubes, and overlayed with 1.5 ml of washed cell suspension (Hct = 25%). Gradients were centrifuged (20,000 rpm, 45 min, 22°C, SW41 rotor; Beckman Inc., Fullerton, CA), and six fractions removed (Fx 1: < 1.073; Fx 2: 1.073–1.083; Fx 3: 1.083–1.090; Fx 4: 1.090–1.094; Fx 5: 1.094–1.100; Fx 6: > 1.100). The cells in each fraction were washed with PBS, brought to 1 ml, and sampled for cell counts (CBC-5; Coulter Immunology Corp.). Each fraction was again centrifuged, the supernatant was removed, and 10 μl of the well-mixed pellet was removed for staining and flow cytometry as described above. The density distributions of non-B-RBC and B-RBC were calculated from the cell count in each fraction and the percentage of B-RBC in each fraction. The absolute number of B-RBC in each fraction (per 10,000 cells loaded onto the gradient) was also derived for each postinfusion time point. A density score (DS) was calculated analogous to that previously used (20), except that six fractions were used rather than four. The DS is a weighted sum that ranges from 100 (all cells in Fx 1) to 600 (all cells in Fx 6), and gives a numerical value to the density distribution.

Magnetic bead isolation of B-RBC and HPLC analysis of HbF. Biotinylated RBC were isolated from postinfusion blood samples using streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (Dynal, Great Neck, NY) as previously described (14). Flow cytometric analysis of the cell suspens-

ion before and after exposure to magnetic beads indicated that ap-

proximately one-half of the B-RBC were recovered. Since the amount of biotin on the B-RBC is quite uniform and stable during the experiment, incomplete recovery is most likely a stochastic rather than a systematic phenomenon, and the recovered cells should be representative of the entire B-RBC population.

The magnetic bead/B-RBC aggregates were centrifuged, the sup-

ernatant removed, and the pellets frozen at −20°C. At the time of analysis, the pellets were thawed, 100 μl of water was added, two additional freeze–thaw cycles were performed, and the magnetic beads were removed by centrifugation. The lysate was analyzed by ion-exchange HPLC, and (HbF/HbF + HbS) was calculated for each postinfusion sample. Control samples for HPLC analysis at each time point were also prepared from the cells remaining after isolation of the B-RBC.

Separate estimates of the lifespan of F cells and non-F cells may be calculated from the overall RBC survival curve, the postinfusion percentage of HbF in the B-RBC, and HbF per cell. The latter was derived for each patient from the percent HbF and the percent F cells (see below) in blood. As a hypothetical example, if initially HbF is 10% of total Hb and F per cell is 11 pg, then ~30% of the cells are F cells (mean corpuscular hemoglobin [MCH] = 33 pg). For each 1,000 cells infused, there would be 300 F cells and 700 non-F cells. If after 5 d the HbF in B-RBC is 15%, then 45% are F cells. If the overall survival at d 5 is 60%, then there are 600 total cells, 270 F cells, and 330 non-F cells. Therefore, after 5 d the fractional survivals would be (270/300) = 0.9 for F cells and (330/700) = 0.47 for non-F cells. This analysis assumes that all F cells contain the same amount of HbF.

Flow cytometric analysis of HbF-containing RBC. The percentage of F cells was determined in four patients (S4–S7) by flow cytometry (21). After two washes, the cells were resuspended in 892 μl of PBS and 108 μl of 37% formaldehyde was added. After 1 h, 250 μl of

0.05% glutaraldehyde was added, and the suspension was incubated for 2 min. After one wash with PBS, the pellet was resuspended to 500 μl with PBS/0.01% Triton X-100/0.1% BSA and 7.1 μl of 0.7 mg/ml FITC-anti HbF (Isolab, Inc., Akron, OH) was added. After a 30-min incubation, the RBC were washed once with PBS and the percentage of fluorescent F cells was determined. The F per F cell was calculated from the percent F cells, the percent HbF (determined by HPLC), and the MCH, using the formula shown in Table II.

**Results**

Comparison of red cell survival using concurrent biotin and \(^{51}\)Cr labels. The biotinylation method used in these studies, with NHS-biotin concentration from 1 to 5 μg/ml, gave essentially 100% positive red cells (Fig. 1, preinfusion). After rein-

fusion, B-RBC ranged from 0.36 to 0.85% of the total RBC. Initial studies (subjects N1 and N2, Table I) with both labels on the same RBC were performed primarily to demonstrate
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In vivo disappearance of biotin-labeled sickle reticulocytes. Biotinylated reticulocytes for six sickle cell patients were enumerated, and their rate of disappearance from the circulation determined. **Open symbols,** numbers of unlabeled reticulocytes, which remain constant as expected. **Closed symbols,** corresponding bioti-

nated reticulocytes. All percentages were normalized, using the number of unlabeled reticulocytes at the time of reinfusion as 100%.
the long-term stability of the biotin label. Since survival with both labels was similar (Table I), these studies showed that the biotin label is stable for the life of the cell.

The blood volumes calculated from the two labels (on separate cells) did not differ significantly when the data from normal volunteers and sickle-cell patients were pooled (Table I). For the two normal volunteers, however, the average blood volume calculated from the biotin data was \(~10\%\) higher. For the three sickle-cell patients, it was \(~10\%\) lower. Since a lower calculated blood volume implies better immediate recovery of the labeled cells, the biotin label gave the same or slightly better immediate recovery for sickle cells when compared with \(^{51}\text{Cr}\).

The 24-h survival for RBC with each label, compared with the value immediately after infusion, indicated at least 94\% survival for the \(^{51}\text{Cr}\) label and 97\% survival for the biotin label.

Figure 4. Removal of labeled sickle RBC from the circulation during the first 24 h after reinfusion. Top and center, initial removal of biotin- and \(^{51}\text{Cr}\)-labeled sickle RBC (labels on separate cells, studied concurrently) in two patients. Bottom, the biotin label only for additional sickle cell reinfusions. A variable number of sickle cells are removed from the circulation for both labels during the first few hours after reinfusion. In normal subjects, there was little or no loss of either label during the first 24 h (Table I).
Biotinylated Sickle Cell Survival

For the two normal subjects in whom the labels were on separate cells, N3 and N4, the 24-h survivals agree within 3%. For sickle-cell patients, the 24-h survival was more variable among patients, but in all patients there was good agreement between the two labels (Table I).

During long periods in the circulation, the normal and sickle B-RBC retained all or most of the biotin label, as shown by the intensity of the fluorescent label (Fig. 1). Because of the nature of the flow cytometric analysis, small changes in the intensity of labeling with time (for example, a minor decrease in the number of biotins per cell) had no effect on the percentage of positive cells. The highest concentration of biotin, 5 μg/ml, was used in the first normal study (N1). These cells had a clearly decreased long-term survival of between 65 and 70 d for both labels (Table I). In this experiment, both labels were on the same cells, and the most likely cause of the shortened survival is the higher level of biotinylation. Biotinylation at 1 μg/ml NHS-biotin gave normal long-term survival (N2 and N3). In one normal subject (N4) labeled with 3 μg/ml NHS-biotin, the long-term survival was slightly decreased (90 d), but the concurrent and separate 51Cr-labeled cells gave a similar result (85 d), indicating that the biotin value is accurate for this subject and was not responsible for the shortened survival.

For all normal subjects, biotinylated RBC followed a linear disappearance curve with no need for correction. An example of normal RBC survival (N3) is shown in Fig. 2. The long-term survival of sickle cells (S1–S3) was more variable and these cells disappeared in a nonlinear manner (Fig. 2). There was good agreement in long-term RBC survival for the two labels in all patients, at both 1 and 3 μg/ml NHS-biotin (Table I and Fig. 2).

In vivo maturation and removal of biotinylated sickle reticulocytes. In six patients with sickle-cell disease (S2–S7), the disappearance of reticulocytes from the circulation was followed. There was a time-dependent decrease in the number of biotin-positive reticulocytes, and also the expected decrease in the amount of fluorescence per reticulocyte as the cells age (data not shown). Fig. 3 shows the number of biotin-labeled and unlabeled reticulocytes at various times after reinfusion, expressed relative to the number of reticulocytes in the blood at the time of reinfusion. The unlabeled reticulocytes remain constant, representing the steady-state reticulocyte count of the patient. The decrease in the biotin-labeled reticulocytes may reflect removal from the circulation of very young cells as well as maturation into red blood cells. In these six patients, in the normal volunteers (Table I). For the two normal subjects in whom the labels were on separate cells, N3 and N4, the 24-h survivals agree within 3%. For sickle-cell patients, the 24-h survival was more variable among patients, but in all patients there was good agreement between the two labels (Table I).

Figure 5. In vivo density changes of biotin-labeled sickle RBC. Postinfusion blood samples were separated into six density fractions, and the percentages of all unlabeled RBC and all remaining B-RBC in each fraction were determined. The density distribution of unlabeled RBC remained constant as expected for a patient in steady state. The density distribution of B-RBC shifted toward more dense cells during the first few days. Data are for patient S5.

Table II. Cellular Characteristics for Studies Using the Biotin Label to Follow Time-dependent Changes in RBC Density and HbF Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>HbF (%)</th>
<th>F cells (%)</th>
<th>MCH (pg/cell)</th>
<th>HbF/F cell (pg)</th>
<th>TfR* (% HbF)</th>
<th>RBC HbF/TfR</th>
<th>HbF/F cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these studies RBC were labeled with 3 μg/ml biotin. *(HbF/[HbF + HbS]) × 100; determined on same samples as F cells. †HbF/F cell = (% HbF/F cells) × MCH; this assumes that F cells are a separate, homogeneous population with the same MCH as non-F cells. ‡Percent HbF in transferrin receptor–positive cells. §Ratio of percent HbF in all RBC to percent HbF in TfR* cells. Time for 50% removal of B-RBC from the circulation.
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50% of the reticulocytes disappeared within 24 h, and ~75% within 48 h.

Initial disappearance of labeled sickle cells from the circulation. In normal volunteers, the number of B-RBC after reinfusion decreased only slightly during the first 24 h (Table I). In patients with sickle-cell disease, however, there was a rapid loss of both biotin- and $^{51}$Cr-labeled cells (labels on separate cells) from the circulation in the first few hours after reinfusion (Fig. 4). This rapid loss is identical for both labels, and is therefore not due to a label-specific cellular modification. It is possible that sickle cells, but not normal cells, are damaged during in vitro manipulation, leading to the early loss of some cells regardless of the label used. Another possibility is that a variable fraction of sickle cells is sequestered in the circulation (see Discussion).

Time-dependent density changes. At various postinfusion times, cells were separated into six density fractions and each fraction was analyzed for the total number of RBC and the percentage of B-RBC. These data were analyzed both as time-dependent density distributions of B-RBC and as time-dependent changes in the absolute number of B-RBC in each fraction. The former analysis is shown in Fig. 5 for patient S5. The first column displays the density distribution of all the circulating RBC at the postinfusion times shown. Since this patient was clinically stable during the experimental period, there were no changes in the density distribution of all circulating RBC during this time. The second column shows the corresponding density profiles for the B-RBC. This patient has a high level of HbF, and relatively good RBC survival (Table II). Immediately after reinfusion, the density distribution of the reinfused B-RBC was the same as for the circulating RBC, indicating that the in vitro procedures did not change RBC hydration. However, a time-dependent increase in the density of the reinfused B-RBC was apparent by day 2 and striking by day 6. The DS was calculated from the density distribution at each time point for both RBC and B-RBC and is plotted versus time in Fig. 6 for subjects S4–S7. HbF data and RBC survival for these patients are given in Table II. The DS for all the circulating RBC remained essentially constant as expected. The DS of B-RBC increased during the first week after reinfusion, remained relatively constant for a long period, and eventually decreased. The initial rapid density increase is most likely due to the maturation of young cells in the B-RBC population, including a combination of normal and pathological dehydration.

Normal RBC have a corresponding DS of ~300–325, and if a comparison is made between the density distribution of normal mature RBC and the density distribution of sickle RBC at least 6 d old (for example, B-RBC after 6 d in the circulation), the difference is striking (Fig. 7). The density distribution of sickle cells is often described as having a normal mean value with abnormal numbers of light and dense cells. The data in Fig. 7 show that when the contribution of young cells (<6 d old) is removed, the more uniform and severe dehydration of the remaining sickle cells is apparent.

The density distributions in Figs. 6 and 8 show the percentage of the total number of B-RBC in each fraction. An increase in the percentage of B-RBC in a given fraction could result from either an increase in the number of cells in that fraction or a selective loss of B-RBC in other fractions. This ambiguity is overcome by calculating the absolute number of B-RBC in each fraction. Fig. 8 shows the number of B-RBC in each fraction as a function of time for subjects S4–S7, based on 10,000 total (labeled plus unlabeled) RBC. Since the blood RBC count was stable with time, this is a measure of the absolute number of B-RBC remaining in each density fraction in
Biotinylated Sickle Cell Survival

This analysis takes into account the falling number of B-RBC with time, and gives some insight into the movement of labeled cells from one fraction into another. During the first several days after reinfusion, the number of B-RBC in some fractions changed markedly. In fractions 2 and 3, the number of labeled cells decreased by at least sixty percent within three days. Fraction 4 either decreased monotonically (S4), or had a short period of increase, peaking on day 1 or day 2, before decreasing. Fraction 5 had a variable increase during the first week, with the biggest increase mirroring the decreases in fractions 3 and 4. Fraction 6 tended to remain relatively constant during the initial week and then decline. At later times, there was a general decrease in the number of B-RBC in the intermediate and dense fractions as the total number of labeled cells in the circulation was depleted. In general, these changes in the intermediate and dense fractions are consistent with a movement of cells toward higher density as they age. There was no marked, readily apparent difference in these density changes between patients with higher (S4 and S5) and lower (S6 and S7) levels of HbF.

Perhaps the most surprising part of this analysis is the essentially constant number of B-RBC in the very light fractions 1 and 2 for all subjects after the first several days. The presence of these cells at all times after reinfusion indicates that they include older cells. Two-color flow cytometric studies performed on fraction 2 (biotin/glycophorin A and biotin/CD2, data not shown) confirmed that these were RBC and that they had not floated to the top of the gradient as part of a complex with T lymphocytes (22). There are at least two possibilities to explain their presence. First, they may have been present at the time of labeling, and continue to circulate for a long period of time after reinfusion. This seems unlikely since there is no decrease in their number with time (after the first few days) and also since their increased hydration (very low density) suggests compromised volume regulation. The second possibility is that these older, light, labeled RBC have a relatively short survival in the circulation, but are continuously formed from RBC in the denser fractions so that a stable equilibrium is maintained.

Time-dependent changes in the HbF content of isolated sickle B-RBC. It has been assumed, based on indirect evidence, that F cells have a longer in vivo lifespan than non-F cells in patients with sickle-cell disease. To directly and independently follow the survival of biotinylated F and non-F cells, it is necessary to identify the B-RBC cells in the circulation at various times after reinfusion and then determine what percentage of the B-RBC are F cells. Fig. 9A shows the time-dependent change in the percentage of HbF in magnetically isolated B-RBC for one patient with high HbF (S5) and two with lower HbF (S6, S7). There is clearly an increase with time in the circulation, indicating that F cells indeed have a better survival. These data were transformed to F cell percentages (Fig. 9B) and then survival curves for the two cell types (Fig. 9C) were calculated using the value for HbF/F cell derived from the HbF and F cell percentages in unlabeled cells for each patient as described in Table II. This analysis assumes that there is no survival selection among F cells based on the amount of HbF they contain, which undoubtedly varies to some extent.

Discussion

The data from this study indicate that a biotin label gives RBC survival characteristics that are comparable to those obtained with a concurrent 51Cr label for both normal volunteers and patients with sickle-cell disease. The biotin label has a number of advantages when compared with 51Cr, including the lack of radioactivity, inexpensive and stable reagents, little or no elution from RBC in the circulation, multiparameter analysis on a cell-by-cell basis, and recovery of labeled RBC after a period of time in the circulation. The multiparameter capability of the biotin label is demonstrated by the reticulocyte disappearance rates presented here, which to our knowledge are the first direct measurements for autologous human reticulocytes. The

Figure 7. Comparison of the density distributions of normal RBC and sickle RBC at least 6 d old. Two normal AA RBC samples, in which essentially all RBC are mature, were separated into six density fractions as described in Methods. Comparison with two sickle B-RBC samples (one high HbF [S5] and one more typical HbF [S6]) containing cells at least 6 d old, demonstrates the marked density differences between mature normal and sickle RBC.

vivo. This analysis takes into account the falling number of B-RBC with time, and gives some insight into the movement of labeled cells from one fraction into another. During the first several days after reinfusion, the number of B-RBC in some fractions changed markedly. In fractions 2 and 3, the number of labeled cells decreased by at least sixty percent within three days. Fraction 4 either decreased monotonically (S4), or had a short period of increase, peaking on day 1 or day 2, before decreasing. Fraction 5 had a variable increase during the first week, with the biggest increase mirroring the decreases in fractions 3 and 4. Fraction 6 tended to remain relatively constant during the initial week and then decline. At later times, there was a general decrease in the number of B-RBC in the intermediate and dense fractions as the total number of labeled cells in the circulation was depleted. In general, these changes in the intermediate and dense fractions are consistent with a movement of cells toward higher density as they age. There was no marked, readily apparent difference in these density changes between patients with higher (S4 and S5) and lower (S6 and S7) levels of HbF.

Perhaps the most surprising part of this analysis is the essentially constant number of B-RBC in the very light fractions 1 and 2 for all subjects after the first several days. The presence of these cells at all times after reinfusion indicates that they include older cells. Two-color flow cytometric studies performed on fraction 2 (biotin/glycophorin A and biotin/CD2, data not shown) confirmed that these were RBC and that they had not floated to the top of the gradient as part of a complex with T lymphocytes (22). There are at least two possibilities to explain their presence. First, they may have been present at the time of labeling, and continue to circulate for a long period of time after reinfusion. This seems unlikely since there is no decrease in their number with time (after the first few days) and also since their increased hydration (very low density) suggests compromised volume regulation. The second possibility is that these older, light, labeled RBC have a relatively short survival in the circulation, but are continuously formed from RBC in the denser fractions so that a stable equilibrium is maintained.

Time-dependent changes in the HbF content of isolated sickle B-RBC. It has been assumed, based on indirect evidence, that F cells have a longer in vivo lifespan than non-F cells in patients with sickle-cell disease. To directly and independently follow the survival of biotinylated F and non-F cells, it is necessary to identify the B-RBC cells in the circulation at various times after reinfusion and then determine what percentage of the B-RBC are F cells. Fig. 9A shows the time-dependent change in the percentage of HbF in magnetically isolated B-RBC for one patient with high HbF (S5) and two with lower HbF (S6, S7). There is clearly an increase with time in the circulation, indicating that F cells indeed have a better survival. These data were transformed to F cell percentages (Fig. 9B) and then survival curves for the two cell types (Fig. 9C) were calculated using the value for HbF/F cell derived from the HbF and F cell percentages in unlabeled cells for each patient as described in Table II. This analysis assumes that there is no survival selection among F cells based on the amount of HbF they contain, which undoubtedly varies to some extent.

Discussion

The data from this study indicate that a biotin label gives RBC survival characteristics that are comparable to those obtained with a concurrent 51Cr label for both normal volunteers and patients with sickle-cell disease. The biotin label has a number of advantages when compared with 51Cr, including the lack of radioactivity, inexpensive and stable reagents, little or no elution from RBC in the circulation, multiparameter analysis on a cell-by-cell basis, and recovery of labeled RBC after a period of time in the circulation. The multiparameter capability of the biotin label is demonstrated by the reticulocyte disappearance rates presented here, which to our knowledge are the first direct measurements for autologous human reticulocytes. The
results are consistent with indirect radioiron data for anemic subjects (23, 24) and with survival of reticulocytes from donor blood (25). In these studies it is not possible to distinguish between removal of reticulocytes from the circulation due to dehydration and sickling and the normal progression of reticulocytes to mature RBC. However, it is clear that sickle reticulocytes require 2–3 d to complete the transition to mature RBC.

The postinfusion decrease in the number of circulating labeled sickle RBC (but not normal RBC) during the first few hours after reinfusion is noteworthy. In patient S3, ~30% percent of the RBC were not detectable after 6 h. This phenomenon appears to be distinct from the two-phase disappearance of sickle cells seen previously in some patients (26), since in those cases the first phase continued for many days (26). Both the rate and number of cells disappearing in the first few hours were identical for both labels, indicating that this phenomenon was independent of the label used. It could be due to sickle RBC that were hypersensitive to ex vivo handling during labeling, and are therefore either lysed or sequestered shortly after reinfusion, but this is made less likely by the lack of effect of the higher number of cell washes required with the biotin label compared with 51Cr. Another possibility is the presence of a compartment of immobilized sickle RBC that exchanges with the circulating RBC. Labeled cells would enter this compartment after reinfusion and reach equilibrium at a time that reflects the exchange rate between circulating and immobilized cells. The data in Fig. 4 indicate that in at least some patients this is a relatively slow process taking several hours. Aldrich et al. (27) have recently shown that sickle cells are retained in isolated, hypoxic rat lungs. The retained cells, which came preferentially from the dense population, were released upon oxygenation, indicating a mechanical trapping of nondeformable cells. An earlier study by Castro et al. (28) also showed reversible, oxygen-dependent sequestration of sickle cells in vivo. It is possible that this mechanism, in lungs and perhaps other organs, could contribute to the short-term disappearance of labeled sickle cells. If this short-term removal

Figure 8. In vivo time-dependent changes in the absolute number of biotin-labeled sickle RBC in each density fraction. For four sickle cell patients (S4–S7), postinfusion blood samples were fractionated by density and the absolute number of B-RBC in each fraction, per 10,000 RBC loaded onto the gradient, was determined. Note that the scale for the y-axis varies, since the number of B-RBC in the various fractions differed substantially among patients.
was selective for F cells or dense cells, then we would expect to see a rapid change in the percentages of these cell types among the B-RBC during the first few hours after reinfusion. Short-term changes of this type were not apparent in the patients who had B-RBC density and HbF studies, although these studies were not available for the patients with the largest short-term B-RBC decreases.

When B-RBC were reinfused, the initial density distribution was essentially identical to that of the circulating RBC. In the first days after reinfusion, there was a shift toward the more dense fractions. These changes were complete within 4–6 d, and most likely represent changes in the hydration state of young cells. The in vivo density changes in the current study are consistent with those observed by Bertles and Milner (3), who labeled sickle RBC randomly with $^{51}$Cr and also performed cohort studies by labeling sickle reticulocytes with $^{75}$Se-selenomethionine or $^3$H-amino acids. The true hydration state of mature sickle RBC is better represented by the density distribution of B-RBC after 6 d in the circulation, and as shown in Fig. 7 is even more abnormal than indicated by all the circulating RBC. Density studies included two patients with high levels of blood HbF, ~20%, and two patients with more typical levels. However, there were no immediately apparent differences between these two groups in the rate of density increase after reinfusion or the degree of dehydration of the mature RBC after a few days in the circulation. A surprising result of this analysis is the lack of a continuing increase in density score (with the possible exception of patient S5) after the first week. This implies that either (i) hydration is stable in older cells, or (ii) dehydration occurs very quickly in older cells, perhaps due to positive feedback between dehydration and sickling, leading to the fast removal of cells that enter this feedback loop, with little change in the density score of the surviving cells. After an extended time in the circulation, when relatively few labeled cells remain, the density score of the remaining B-RBC tended to decrease. One factor in this is the constant number of cells in fractions 1 and 2. Since the numbers of cells in the other fractions decrease with time, fractions

Figure 9. Lifespan of F cells and non-F cells. For three sickle cell patients (S5–S7), B-RBC were isolated from postinfusion blood samples with streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and analyzed for HbF. (A) The fraction of HbF in all the RBC (open circles) and in B-RBC (closed circles) as a function of time since reinfusion; (B) transformation to the percent F cells using the value for F/F cell from Table II for each patient; (C) transformation to survival curves for F (closed squares) and non-F (open squares) cells using the overall survival data and the percent F cells at each timepoint.
1 and 2 eventually become a larger part of the total, thus decreasing the density score.

After the first few days, there was a constant number of B-RBC in fractions 1 and 2. Since the most likely explanation for this is a constant renewal of light cells from the denser fractions, this finding may have important implications concerning the mechanism for removal of sickle, and perhaps normal, cells from the circulation.

The studies with HbF and F cells are the first quantitation of the effect of this hemoglobin on the survival characteristics of circulating sickle cells. As expected, HbF was enriched in the B-RBC as they aged in the circulation. Patients S5 and S6 had an immediate HbF enrichment after reinfusion that leveled off after 10–15 d. Patient S7 had little enrichment the first week after reinfusion, and then HbF increased over the next 15–20 days. The reason for this delay is not readily apparent, but may be related to the lower F/F cell in this patient (Table II). Nevertheless, when these F cell data were transformed to lifespan for F and non-F cells, all three patients gave similar results (Fig. 9). If the cell survival data in Fig. 9 is extrapolated from the steep portion of the curve to the x-intercept, then the estimated lifespan of a cell that does not contain HbF is \(~ 2\) wk. This does not appear to depend on the level of circulating HbF. Similarly, the lifespan of F cells is \(~ 6–8\) wk. Previous studies (3, 4) have shown that there are many F cells in the denser fractions, and in the studies presented here, the density of B-RBC is high at times most of the remaining cells are F cells (Figs. 6 and 9). Therefore, it appears that F cells become dehydrated but nevertheless have a lifespan that is significantly greater than non-F sickle cells, presumably due to their decreased tendency to sickle even when dehydrated. These direct measurements of longer F cell survival are consistent with indirect estimates based on enrichment of HbF in older cells when compared to reticulocytes. However, F cells do not survive normally and have a lifespan about one-half that of normal cells. Therefore, strategies to increase RBC hydration would most likely improve the survival of both F and non-F cells, and depending on the relative effect, may or may not change the percentage of HbF in the blood.
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